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Newsletters may be few and far between but a lot goes on at Float-a-Boat. Adrian has been hard at the drawing board, slowly progressing
as he sets out to finish off many plans that have been started. Researching these plans takes time and therefore there can be long periods
collating relevant information. That’s why there are several ships on the board at any one time, alternating between them as material
becomes available.

NEW PLAN -

S.S.“CASINO” Victorian Coastal Trader

After about 10 years of constant research we are finally in a position to offer drawings for one of Australia’s most famous coastal trading
vessels, S.S. “Casino” which operated between Melbourne, Apollo Bay, Warrnambool, Port Fairy (originally known as Belfast) and
Portland in Victoria. She was a very important lifeline to these remote settlements when road and rail transport was either very poor or
non-existent.
The S.S. “Casino” was built in 1882 by Gourlay Brothers of Dundee, Scotland, originally intended for use along the N.S.W. Coast by the
Newcastle and Hunter Steam Navigation Company. On its delivery voyage from the UK, she was forced to call in at Warrnambool to
replenish her coal bunkers. While there, it attracted the attention of the newly formed Belfast and Koroit Steam Navigation Company who
were able to purchase the vessel for 14,250 pounds before it was able to complete its journey to Sydney. It was named after the N.S.W.
town of Casino but was destined to serve the Western District of Victoria with 2.500 voyages over nearly 50 years. Her route was along the
Victorian South East Coast in the often treacherous waters of Bass Strait, one of the most dangerous stretches of water in the world.
In her long life, “Casino” endured a number of mishaps including several strandings, and a collision with another vessel in Port Phillip Bay.
Each time she was dry-docked for repairs and returned to service.
Although from the outset she was designed and constructed as an iron steamer, she was rigged as a three masted topsail Schooner which
assisted her in the economical use of coal, but over time, the spars and sails were removed and replaced with cargo loading derricks.
In 1924 her centre mast was removed.
Her tragic end came on the 10th July, 1932 while approaching Apollo Bay in a south easterly gale. Apollo Bay is totally exposed to these
conditions and trying to dock a vessel would be extremely dangerous. There was a huge sea running and the boat struck bottom several
times while trying to secure a mooring beside the pier. While trying to manoeuvre the vessel, Captain John Middleton decided to let go the
anchors to steady the vessel but it appears that the large swell dropped the hull onto her own anchor fluke which penetrated the hull which
then began to take water and sink. The Captain decided to run for the shore and beach the ship but in turning around she capsized and went
to the bottom about 400 metres off shore.
There were many brave attempts to rescue passengers and crew by the local townsfolk, but after a long and tiring day, 10 passengers and
crew lost their lives. This included 53 year old Stewardess Helena Gill, who put life preservers on a number of passengers and crew but
was unable to put one on herself and subsequently drowned. One local farmer, Frank Barton, rode his horse into the surf but was unable
to reach the wreck. A life reel was manned but most
of the survivors were able to make the shore by
themselves, either by swimming in the mountainous
seas or floating in on wreckage.
Plans for this vessel have been drawn at 1:48 scale
and show the “Casino” as she appeared in 1920
before her centre mast was removed. Although we
worked from a set of original builders drawings as
a basis for this project, we have been made aware
through many photographs and other reference
information that the boat had been altered in a
number of areas, probably during her many repairs
done during dry docking.
Two sheet plan set, SP-509A & SP-509B.
Cost - $60.00 plus P&P if required.
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NEW KIT - Canadian Logging Tug
For those of you wanting an easy build kit, a new Australian made product will be a welcome addition.
It is a model of a Canadian Logging Tug, sometimes known as a “Log Bronc” but they are also known as a
“Logging Tractor”.
It is formed from high impact styrene and measures 300mm long x 175mm wide and 225 high.
The kit consists of a full set of hull, deck and superstructure mouldings as well as a range of cast fittings.
Although only a small model, it performs extremely well and we can see a new era of tug racing starting up as was
once done at the Surrey Park Model Boat Club in Victoria. In the USA there is full size tug racing so why not with
models? This is the perfect package for this sort of fun activity.
The builder can decide which electronic setup would best suit his needs - performing as a scale model or packing
a bit more grunt to go racing. With the economical pricing, two models fitted out for each activity could also be a
possibility.
The model does not come with running gear or electronics but we could certainly put an economical package together for you, depending on how you want the boat to perform.
One thing is for sure, you certainly won’t be able to complain about not having room to store it at home.!!
We get many Fathers and Grandfathers coming into the shop wanting a project suitable for younger members of the
family. This little boat would fit the bill perfectly.
The kit price is $150.00, complete with full colour step by step instructions.
A simple two channel radio is all that is required for a model such as this.
We are happy to price an electronic package for you if you let us know your requirements.
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RHONDA’S BURIED TREASURE
Brass Machine Threads

From time to time we get asked for model engineering components, especially machine threads, so
we have taken this to heart and now have in stock a good range of metric sizes
- brass threads with a range of lengths in 1mm, 2mm and 3mm, as well as brass
washers and nuts to suit.
These now compliment our existing range of brass wood screws and stainless
self tappers in very small sizes. They range in price depending upon size
of thread but all items come in packs of ten. Contact the shop for pricing
information.

Propeller Shaft Oilers

These have been unavailable for quite some time, however we how have supplies of two different types which cover tube
diameters of 6mm, 8mm, 1/4”, 3/16’ and 5/16”. One type is in solid brass and the more economical version uses plastic
clamps.

Smoke Generators

Graupner in Germany had these items for many years but when the company was sold, they disappeared from the scene.
The good news is that they are now back, both the 6 volt and 12 volt generators as before.
Both give off good “smoke” and can improve the appearance of an old “steam” model powered with an electric motor.
Both sets come with a small container of distillate. This is also available in a 250mm container as a separate purchase
when you use up the supply that comes with the unit.
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